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ABSTRACT 
Transposons, with the ability to integrate into new positions in the genome, can disrupt a 
gene's function and thereby have been utilized as tools for genome mutagenesis. Critical to 
improving efficiency of such applications is to elucidate the patterns and preferences of 
insertion sites selection. We here focus on understanding target site selection of transposon 
Ac/Ds, one of the best-characterized transposon systems in plants, by exploring various DNA 
features and predicting insertion sites. 
 
A package named DnaFVP (DNA Feature Calculation, Visualization and Vector Preparation) 
was first developed for calculation, visualization and analysis of various DNA features, 
including nucleotide sequence features and a broad list of structural/physical properties. In 
addition, this package allows data preparation prior to calculating features and/or preparation 
of feature vectors for machine learning. It is developed for building a semi-automatic 
pipeline to explore various DNA features of any collection of genomic DNA sequences of 
interest and to prepare feature vectors for further machine learning.  
 
By use of combined nucleotide and structural features with application of the DnaFVP 
package, we prepared various feature vectors and predicted Ds insertion sites for machine 
learning. Training datasets included well-evidenced Ds insertion events (1605 events in 
maize and 2078 events in Arabidopsis) as positive datasets and 2000 random sampled 
genomic coordinates in genic regions from maize and Arabidopsis as negative datasets. An 
ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) of 0.77 in maize, 0.85 in Arabidopsis, and 0.82 in a 
combined dataset of maize and Arabidopsis have been achieved. One initially tested dataset 
in maize shows interesting results. Our prediction may provide further insight to the Ac/Ds 
transposition mechanism, and facilitate the ease of targeted mutagenesis and gene delivery 
mediated by transposons. 
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CHAPTER 1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 
BIOLOGY OF AC/DS TRANSPOSON 
The Ac/Ds, maize Ac (Activator) and Ds (Dissociation) elements, comprise a classical two-
component transposon system that belongs to the hAT (hobo-Ac-Tam3) superfamily (for 
review, see Kunze and Weil, 2002). The autonomous Ac element is 4.6 kb in length, whereas 
the non-autonomous counterpart, Ds element, may have different sizes and internal 
sequences. Ac and Ds element share 11 bp terminal inverted sequences and a number of 
motifs in the subterminal region. Ac encodes a transposase (Tpase) of 807 amino acids, 
which binds to the subterminal regions of Ac/Ds. With a presumably “cut-and-paste” 
mechanism (Kunze, 1996; Gorbunava and Levy, 1997, 2000), the Ac/Ds element is released 
out and may reintegrate into the genome (transposition), or sometimes no reintegration 
occurs (excision). When inserted into the genome, an 8-bp target site duplication (TSD) is 
typically generated, which often serves as a benchmark for identification of bona fide Ds 
transposition. The reintegrated Ac/Ds element could undergo further transposition or 
excision.  
Biologists have taken advantage of this well-characterized two-component system for 
insertional mutagenesis and other functional tool development as molecular tags, and 
selectable markers in two-component gene tagging (Sundaresan et al., 1995; Kolesnik et al., 
2004; Qu et al., 2008; Vollbrecht et al., 2010).  Although genetically well studied and widely 
utilized in biotechnology, the fact that no strong target site consensus sequences have been 
identified for Ds or Ac elements  (Grotewold et al., 1991; Dellaporta and Moreno, 1994) 
makes the target site selection/preference of Ds, as for most eukaryote transposons, elusive.  
DNA STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES 
DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid) sequence is more than a string of "beads"; its structure is 
multi-dimensional. Its primary structure is the raw sequence of nucleotide/base in a DNA 
strand, or a one-dimensional string. Its structural or biophysical properties refer to the 
interaction between bases, i.e., which parts of which strands are bound to each other 
(secondary structure), or the locations of the atoms in three-dimensional space, taking into 
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consideration geometrical and steric constraints (tertiary structure), and even more complex, 
the higher-level organization of DNA in chromatin (quaternary structure). It’s well 
established that DNA structural properties may relate closely to its functionality. For 
example, a local DNA deformability could make a protein-DNA interaction which occurs 
hundreds of bps to thousands of bps far away, and thereby disrupt a biological function by 
interrupting the interaction (Olson et al., 1998).  
 
A wide variety of structural/biophysical properties can be calculated for a DNA segment 
based on converting tables of mono-, di- or tri-nucleotides, whose contributions to the 
structural property are derived from measurements of protein-DNA crystal structures or from 
analysis of such experimental data. Some structural features need intensive computational 
analysis, such as nucleosome positioning pattern prediction. Overall, categories of DNA 
structural features include: (1) unusual conformation: the most predominant conformation is 
B-form where alternative conformations such as A-DNA or Z-DNA could occur; (2) DNA 
disruption energy and stability measures: duplex disruption free energy, duplex stability free 
energy, stacking energy and DNA denaturation; (3) 3D DNA structure: B-DNA twist, protein 
DNA twist, DNA propeller twist; and DNA flexibility including DNA bendability, bending 
stiffness, protein deformation and nucleosome preference. There are other structural 
parameters, e.g. hydrogen bonding patterns: six locations (w1, w2, w3, w3’, w2’ and w1’) in 
the major groove of base paring in the double helix can contribute to hydrogen bonding, 
donor or acceptor or neither. A detailed description of some DNA structural/biophysical 
parameters is presented in the next chapter. Structural parameters have been used to gain 
more understanding of genes and gene regulatory regions.  
 
 
THESIS ORGANIZATION 
The thesis contains four chapters: a general introduction (chapter 1), two research papers 
(chapters 2 and 3) and a general conclusion (chapter 4). General introduction provides the 
biology of transposon Ac/Ds and background information about the DNA physical/structural 
properties. In the first paper, a package named DnaFVP is developed for DNA feature 
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calculation, visualization, analysis and feature vector preparation for further machine 
learning. In the second paper, we applied this DnaFVP package to the case of Ac/Ds 
transposon insertion sites and made prediction of Ds insertion sites in maize and Arabidopsis 
using machine learning methods. The general conclusion summarizes the previous two 
papers and considers future prospects. 
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CHAPTER 2. DNAFVP: A PACKAGE FOR DNA FEATURE CALCULATION, 
VISUALIZATION AND VECTOR PREPARATION 
A paper in prep; to be submitted to Bioinformatics (Section of Application Note) 
 
Xianyan Kuang, Krishnakumar Sridharan, Hong Lu, Erik Vollbrecht, Volker Brendel* 
Department of Genetics, Development and Cell Biology, Iowa State University, Ames, IA, 
50011-3260, USA. 
* Corresponding author: vbrendel@iastate.edu 
 
ABSTRACT 
Summary: 
DnaFVP (DNA Feature Calculation, Visualization and Vector Preparation) is a four-module 
package for preparing DNA feature vectors of interest commencing from genomic 
coordinates/sequences of interest. The four composite modules include DataPrep, 
DNAFeatures, DataAnalysis and FeatVect, which streamlines through several steps including 
DNA sequence dataset preparation (with an option for a user-prepared dataset instead), DNA 
nucleotide sequence and structural/physical property calculation and visualization, data 
analysis and feature vector preparation for further machine learning.  It is developed for 
building a semi-automatic pipeline to explore DNA features (including nucleotide sequence 
and structural/physical properties) of a collection of genomic DNA sequences of interest and 
to prepare feature vectors for further machine learning. With its modular composition, users 
can also choose to run specific modules as needed rather than the entire package.  
 
Availability: http://grinch5.gdcb.iastate.edu/DnaFVP for download  
Contact: vbrendel@iastate.edu   
Supplementary information: 
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INTRODUCTION 
The traditional way to study functionality of any genomic sequences of interest has been 
often restricted to the nucleotide sequence level alone, while rarely considering the structural 
parameters of genome environments. For example, many genomes have been  annotated by 
studying the pure nucleotide sequences to identificy and localize functional features, such as 
by finding genes (and their regulatory elements) and motifs. Over the last decade, however, 
structural/physical features have been shown to associate with functionality of gene 
regulatory regions, including the eukaryotic core promoter (Abeel et al., 2008; Goni et al., 
2007; Ohler et al., 2001), prokaryote genic regions (Pedersen et al., 2000 ; Singhal et al., 
2008) and prokaryote transcription factor binding sites (Meysman et al., 2010). Another set 
of example of correlation between structural environment and DNA functionality comes from 
transposon insertion site preference, which include instances of Ac/Ds in plants (Vollbrecht et 
al., 2010), Sleeping beauty in mammals (Geurts et al., 2006) and P element in Drosaphila 
(Liao et al., 2000).  These studies have indicated the existence of a hidden physical/structural 
code underlying genomic sequence’s function. To better understand and interpret 
functionality of sequences of interest, there is a need to gain insight from a combined view of 
both nucleotide sequence and structural features.   
 
While there are many tools available to survey nucleotide sequence features, to date only a 
few tools exist for DNA physical/structural feature analysis and graphical display, including 
DNAlive (Goni et al., 2008), 3DNA (Lu and Olson, 2003; Lu and Olson, 2008; Zheng et al., 
2009) and Curves+ (Lavery et al., 2009; Blanchet et al., 2011). The DNAlive tool includes a 
broad list of DNA structural/physical features for calculation and visualization, however 
there is no local executable for community distribution and use. The latter two tools mainly 
focus on three-dimensional DNA reconstruction and visualization, and in this sense, they 
make use of limited structural and physical characteristics. All these tools accept only single 
sequence at a time, which makes them not a proper choice when a user has a collection of 
DNA sequences of interest to be analyzed at the structural level.  
 
Moreover, there are times users want to further predict functional regions of interest once 
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certain potential DNA features are found correlated. In these cases, the machine learning 
method may be utilized. Machine learning technology and tools have been gaining increasing 
use in genomics research but to our best knowledge, there is no data preprocessing tool for 
feature vector extraction in the machine learning workflow for biologists as non-machine-
learning experts.   
 
The DnaFVP (DNA Feature Calculation, Visualization and Vector Preparation) package is 
developed for dual purposes. First, it builds a semi-automatic pipeline to explore DNA 
features (including nucleotide sequence and structural/physical properties) of a collection of 
genomic DNA sequences of interest, thus providing venues for non-structural experts to gain 
insight to their biological questions from a combined perspective at both nucleotide sequence 
and structural levels. Second, after finding potential correlations between biological 
questions (often genome annotations such as transcription start sites, exons, splicing sites, 
motifs, transposon target sites and etc) and various DNA features, DnaFVP package allows 
non-experts to prepare feature vectors for machine learning. Furthermore, with modular 
composition, users can also choose to run specific modules per their need rather than the 
entire package. The DnaFVP package is available for download in 
http://grinch5.gdcb.iastate.edu/DnaFVP. 
 
IMPLEMENTATION 
A. Input file 
The mandatory input data for DnaFVP is genomic coordinates of interest, or sequence file 
containing a single or multiple DNA sequences in FASTA format. In the former scenario, this 
package can generate a sequence file from these genomic coordinates. Two such datasets, one 
positive and the other negative, are needed if user’s purpose is to prepare feature vectors for 
further machine learning for his/her biological question of interest. 
 
B. Workflow of composite modules and description 
DnaFVP is a four-module package for preparing DNA feature vectors of interest 
commencing from genomic coordinates/sequences of interest. The four composite modules 
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include DataPrep, DNAFeatures, DataAnalysis and FeatVect, which streamlines from DNA 
sequence dataset preparation (optional for user-prepared dataset), DNA nucleotide sequence 
and structural/physical property calculation and visualization, data analysis to feature vector 
preparation for further machine learning (Figure 1). A detailed workflow diagram for the 
whole DnaFVP package can be seen in Figure 2. The detailed descriptions of the four 
composite modules are listed below: 
 
I. DataPrep module 
The DataPreP module prepares datasets of DNA sequences for subsequent calculation of 
various DNA features. It is optional among the entire DnaFVP package if users already have 
prepared their datasets. In the event of no such datasets available, however, this module 
provides several means to generate sequence datasets. See Figure S1 for individual scripts 
included in this module. 
 
First, genomic sequences can be formatted from fasta files to a database against which 
subsequent blast tasks and/or sequence extraction are to be performed. Most often, users 
should have genomic coordinates of interest prepared depending upon biological questions. 
With genomic coordinates and a formatted genome database available, sequences can be 
extracted with specified size flanking these coordinates from a specified genome. 
 
Optionally, if a dataset of some random genomic coordinates from a particular genome is 
desired, this module allows random sampling of genomic coordinates from genic regions 
(including intron, exon, 5’UTR, 3’UTR) with specified percentage distribution and/or from 
otherwise non-genic regions.  Coordinates are further imposed another level of randomness 
of positive or negative sign, indexing their flanking sequences are to be extracted from 
positive or minus strand. Sequences are then subsequently extracted with specified size 
flanking the coordinates.  
 
In addition, this module allows generation of random simulated sequences that preserve the 
mono- and/or di-nucleotide compositional frequencies of any given DNA sequences. Such 
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resultant random sequences can generally serve as an alternative control dataset for the 
original sequences.  
 
Last, one sets of particular DNA feature that may be calculated, nucleosome positioning 
features, desirably entail a longer-version of sequences to circumvent a so-called boundary 
effect when using current nucleosome positioning prediction software (see next module 
DNAFeatures). Ideally one could choose to extract long-version actual sequences from 
genome. Alternatively such long-version sequences can be prepared by adding random 
sequence onto original sequence at both sides. This module allows both options. 
 
II. DNAFeatures module 
DNAFeatures calculates and visualize a broad list of DNA nucleotide sequence and structural 
features for any given DNA sequence file.  Nucleotide sequence features mainly include 
nucleotide position weight matrix, nucleotide compositional features and motif-based 
features. Structural features mainly include unusual DNA conformations, DNA stability, 
DNA flexibility, hydrogen bonding pattern and nucleosome positioning features. After 
calculation, all the features are plotted, organized by category, as an initial exploratory 
analysis. See Figure S2 for individual scripts included in this module. 
 
DNA features to be calculated and/or visualized in this module include: 
1. Nucleotide sequence features 
1.1 Nucleotide position weight matrix 
This is to check whether a consensus/conserved sequence exists in region of interest. Mono-, 
di- and tri-nucleotide position specific counts can be generated, and in parallel, a nucleotide 
position weight matrix can be visualized by invoking WebLogo software (Crooks et al., 
2004; Schneider et al., 1990). The sequence file must contain sequences in a multiple 
sequence alignment (MSA) format for this feature.  
 
1.2 Nucleotide compositional frequencies/densities  
1.2.1 Nucleotide densities within specified range 
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Densities of 4 types of mono-nucleotide (A, C, G and T), 16 types of di-nucleotide (AA, AC, 
…, TT) and 64 types of tri-nucleotide (AAA, AAC, …, TTT) within a user-specified range 
can be generated. 
 
1.2.2 Mono-nucleotide ratios 
Mono-nucleotide ratios include 6 properties, namely, GC content (AT content), GC skew, AT 
skew, keto skew, purine skew and AT/GC ratio within a user-specified range.  
 
1.3 Motif-based features 
Given a motif, each sequence is scanned and output results include score, position of motif 
from sequence start and orientation (forward or reverse). Currently a collection of plant 
specific transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) from TRANSFAC database 
(http://www.gene-regulation.com/) have been included in the module; users can provide their 
motif of interest as well. 
 
2. Structural features 
This category includes multiple DNA physical/structural subcategories, namely: 
2.1 Unusual DNA conformations: A-DNA philicity and Z-DNA stability energy; 
2.2 DNA stability: duplex disruption free energy, duplex stability free energy, base stacking 
energy and DNA denaturation; 
2.3 DNA flexibility: B-DNA twist, protein DNA twist, DNA propeller twist, bendability, 
bending stiffness, protein deformation and nucleosome preference; 
2.4 Hydrogen bonding patterns: six locations (w1, w2, w3, w3’, w2’ and w1’) in the major 
groove in the double helix can contribute to hydrogen bonding, as a donor or acceptor or 
neither. 
 
When above DNA structural features are calculated, they are visualized grouped by the 
subcategories. 
 
3. Nucleosome positioning features 
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Nucleosome positioning features are a subset of DNA structural features. They are treated 
separately here because current nucleosome positioning predictions (NPP) software desirably 
requires longer sequence datasets than required for general structural features. Thus, to 
calculate nucleosome positioning features, a separate long-version sequence dataset needs to 
be prepared (see above DataPrep module; for convenience this process is also included in the 
DataPrep module).  
 
Two locally executable software files are invoked: the first is NuPoP (Xi et al., 2010; Wang 
et al., 2008) and the other developed by Segal lab (named as NPP_Segal hereafter, Segal et 
al.,2006; Filed et al., 2008; Kaplan et al., 2008). The former software outputs probability of 
nucleosome start, probability of nucleosome occupancy, inference of nucleosome or linker 
and affinity score. The latter outputs the probability of nucleosome start and of occupancy. 
NPP_Segal software has a higher requirement of sequence in that it would not accept any 
characters other than ACTG and typically takes longer time than NuPoP. An initial test (not 
shown) suggests both software has fairly consistent outputs. With this, users can choose to 
run NPP_Segal optionally. Plots are then generated for these nucleosome positioning 
features.  
 
The general structural features, derived from mono-, di- or tri-nucleotide, and the more 
complex nucleosome positioning pattern features are listed (Table S2b). 
 
Note there are three types of output files in this module: (1) features by instances: raw data in 
a format of nucleotide positions by input sequences, with each file specifying one particular 
feature. Files stored here are potentially useful for feature extraction of individual sequence 
instances if machine learning is desired. (2) mean and standard deviation (SD) files: in a 
format of nucleotide positions by mean (SD) values of various feature types. (3) final 
reorganized summary results: previous files are further reorganized by categories and plots 
are accordingly made following those categories. 
 
Overall the purpose of this module is to generate raw data of various DNA features for 
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dataset generated by the previous-run DataPrep module or for use-prepared dataset, and to 
visualize them as initial exploratory analysis. See Figure S3 for illustration of workflow of 
DNA feature calculation and visualization in this module. 
 
III. DataAnalysis module 
The DataAnalysis module is run after obtaining DNA feature values by previous 
DNAFeatures module. Taking output of DNAFeatures module, DataAnalysis module has 
three main functions as below: 
 
1. Merge plots of two datasets to be compared/contrasted 
This is to merge plots from two different datasets onto same graph, with sites of interest 
aligned. By merge two datasets with same DNA feature together, one could have comparative 
and/or contrasting visualization between them and infer an initial nucleotide position range as 
region of interest for subsequent sequence-wise feature value conversion. 
 
2. Summarize/reduce nucleotide position-wise to sequence-wise features by various methods 
Site of interest may be influenced or determined by individual nucleotide-position-wise DNA 
features; rather, most often it is by a stretch of nucleotides corporately where we refer as 
sequence-wise features. For each sequence instance with specified range of window size to 
be smoothed, ways to summarize a range of nucleotide-wise to sequence-wise features by 
various metrics include arithmetic mean of a window-size range, distance to 
standard/reference pattern which is derived from mean of positive dataset over same range of 
corresponding nucleotide positions and scoring function for detecting symmetry/palindrome 
pattern. See supplementary info S4 for detailed methods how sequence-wise DNA feature 
values are obtained. 
 
3. Perform statistical test between any two given datasets 
With feature values for each instance generated by previous DNAFeatures and by above 
sequence-wise data smoothing methods, this part is to perform KS (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) 
statistical test between any two datasets, with sites of interest aligned, and give tabular report 
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and heatmap plot with p values and q values when p values need adjusted. Users could test 
different sets of range parameters (positions and sizes) in running the above sequence-wise 
data analysis and evaluate them using this statistical test part. However, one should not rely 
only on the p values and/or q values to detect biologically meaningful patterns, always do so 
by turn to or combine with prior biological knowledge.  
 
Overall by above steps the purpose of this module is to explore/analyze data generated by the 
previous-run DNAFeatures module, identify potential patterns by testing various range sizes 
and/or positions, and then determine which features to be included for subsequent machine 
learning if desired. See Figure S5 for individual scripts included in this module. 
 
IV. FeatVect module 
The FeatVect module is run after potential DNA feature list to be included for machine 
learning is determined and corresponding feature values are obtained by previous modules. 
Taking output of  each sequence instance from previous DNAFeatures and DataAnalysis 
module, this FeatVect module has two main functions as below: 
 
1.  Prepare C4.5 format 
C4.5 is an algorithm used to generate a decision tree (Ross Quinlan, 1993) whose file format 
can be in turn used for classification in machine learning problems. Files in C4.5 format must 
contain at least two files, definition file and data file, and sometimes test file if test dataset 
also is to be evaluated. The definition file (*.names) contains a series of entries defining 
names of attributes, attribute values and classes. The data file (*.data) contains a set of 
objects/instances, each of which is described by its values of each of the attributes and its 
class. The test file (*.test), if included, has same format as data file. To learn more please visit 
other references (http://www.cs.washington.edu/dm/vfml/appendixes/c45.htm, 
http://www2.cs.uregina.ca/~dbd/cs831/notes/ml/dtrees/c4.5/c4.5.html). 
 
Most often users would like to try various combinations of features of interest to be tested in 
their machine learning problem. It is not possible to enumerate all the combinations of 
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features to be included as input for machine learning. This module however gives several 
examples how to prepare definition file (*.names) and data file (*.data). Users can refer to 
these example scripts and outputs, and modify/merge the scripts to accommodate their 
features of interest. See Figure S6 for individual scripts included in this module. 
 
Training datasets in machine learning include positive and negative dataset. Above feature 
extraction scripts only extract one particular dataset at one time. Users need to combine two 
feature values from both datasets together. To this point, the definition file and the combined 
features of both positive and negative datasets are ready to be subjected to any machine 
learning methods which accepts C4.5 format, for example BioBayesNet (Nikolajewa et al., 
2007; http://biwww3.informatik.uni-freiburg.de:8080/BioBayesNet/).  
 
2. Format conversion 
Users may sometimes want to convert C4.5-format files (indeed two accompanying files, 
*.names and *.data) to alternative formats. ARFF (Attribute-Relation File Format) file format 
is accepted by the well-known data mining Weka (Waikato Environment for Knowledge 
Analysis) suite of machine learning software (Frank et al., 2004; 
www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/) which describes a list of instances sharing a set of 
attributes. This module contains a script to convert C4.5 file format to ARFF format. 
 
Overall the purpose of this module is to prepare feature vectors for subsequent machine 
learning process, and thus serves a port to bridge the entire DnaFVP package with general 
machine learning workflow (Figure S7).  
 
For detailed instruction how to run each module, visit the README file in each module’s 
directory;  also visit individual scripts included in each module to learn more about purposes, 
usage, required packages, parameters, input and output files, default settings and formulae if 
any. A detailed list of scripts and their description is seen in Table S8. 
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DISCUSSION 
In the current version, most of the scripts are written in R. This makes memory and running 
time an issue when dealing with large number of data. For some time-consuming scripts, the 
corresponding perl version is to be added.  
 
We have tested this DnaFVP using transposon Ac/Ds insertion sites in plants (Kuang et al., 
else paper) and transcriptional start sites (Sridhara et al.). An example of Sp1 binding site is 
seen in S9. Calibration of DnaFVP package is further needed with more examples. Some 
potential examples include prokaryote genes (Pedersen et al., 2000 ; Singhal et al., 2008) and 
prokaryote transcription factor binding sites (Meysman et al., 2010). With high-throughput 
data acquisition technologies in biology generating unprecedented volume of genomic 
sequence data. DnaFVP could apply to a wide range of genomic question of interest.  
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FIGURES 
 
 
 
Fig 1. Overview of DnaFVP package 
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Fig 2. Workflow of DnaFVP package. The four composite modules are diagramed with 
different colors.  
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 
 
 
Figure S1: individual scripts in DataPrep module  
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Fig S2: individual scripts in DNAFeatures module 
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Table S2b: Description of DNA structural features included in DnaFVP package 
cate
gory 
DNA 
features 
Structural 
property 
Order  description more information reference 
Unusual/Alternative Conformation: A- and Z-DNA and local transition to B-DNA (most-common form) 
 A-DNA 
philicity 
A-DNA 
conformation 
di Probability derived 
from energy cost of 
the B-DNA to A-
DNA cost  
 derived using the neighbour approach  Ivanov & 
Minchenkova 
1995 Mol. Biol.  
Z-DNA 
free 
energy 
Z-DNA 
conformation 
di Free energy values 
of Z-DNA transition 
Derived from polarized electronic absorption spectra of single 
crystals of Z.form duplexes 
Ho et al 1986 
EMBO 
DNA stability 
 DNA 
denaturatio
n 
temperatur
e 
Stability di Denaturation 
equilibrium 
Parameters (enthalpies and entropies) obtained assuming 
neighbour approach. Experimental values derived from 
high.resolution melting curves of synthetic DNAs inserted in 
pN/MCS plasmids. 
Blake 1998 
 base 
stacking 
energy 
DNA disruption 
energy 
di Base-stacking 
energy 
Derived from simple force-field energies using equilibrium 
geometries  
Ornstein et al 
1978 
Biopolymers 
 duplex 
disruption 
free energy 
DNA disruption 
energy 
di DNA disrupt energy  Parameters (enthalpies and entropies) obtained assuming 
neighbour approach. Experimental values derived from 
calorimetric studies of 19 DNA oligomers and 9 DNA polymers 
Breslauer, 1986  
 duplex 
stability 
free energy 
DNA disruption 
energy 
di Thermodynamic 
free energy  
Corrected.near neighbour parameters fitted to experimental 
data (50) and cross.validated with other 15 oligos. Values fitted 
to melting curves. 
Sugimoto et al 
1996 NAR; 
Breslauer et al 
1986 PNAS 
DNA flexibility and 3-D DNA structure 
  B-DNA twist 3DNA structure di Twist angle torsion 
based on B-DNA 
cystals 
Geometrical parameters derived from analysis of crystal 
databases (mostly slide and propeller twist analysis). They are 
obtained assuming neighbour approach 
Gorin 1995 
PNAS  
  Protein-
induced 
DNA twist  
3DNA structure di Twist angle torsion 
based on Protein-
DNA complexes 
Geometrical parameters derived from analysis of crystal 
databases of DNA-protein complexes within the neighbour 
approach 
Olson et al 1998 
PNAS 
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  propeller 
twist 
3DNA structure di Propeller-twist base 
pair measure from 
crystallographic 
data 
Geometrical parameters derived from analysis of crystal 
databases. Mobility is represented from deviations in the 
propeller twist / slide profile. Values are obtained assuming 
neighbour approach. 
Hassan & 
Calladine1996 
JMB 
  protein-
induced 
deformabilit
y  
Flexibility di Deformability based 
on DNA-protein 
crystal structures 
Deformation parameters derived from analysis of crystal 
databases of DNA.protein complexes within the neighbour 
approach 
 Olson et al 
1998 PNAS  
  DNA 
bending 
stiffness 
Flexibility di Rigidity of DNA 
helix  
Method to predict nucleosomal translational position in terms 
of bending free energy computed from the near neighbour 
model. 
Sivolob & 
Khrapunov 1995 
JMB 
  Bendability 
towards 
major 
groove 
Flexibility tri Deformability based 
on DnaseI cutting 
frequencies  
Parameters derived from DNase I digestion and nucleosome 
binding data and applied at the trinucleotide level. 
Brukner et al 
1995 EMBO  
   
Nucleosome 
preference  
flexibility tri Nucleosome 
trrinucleotide 
preference 
Parameters derived to predict rotational preference of 
nucleosomes based on fitting to 177 sequences of chicken 
erythrocite core particles. 
Satchwell, 1986 
hydrogen bonding      
  hydrogen 
bonding 
secondary 
structure 
(occurs between 
2 DNA strands) 
mono potential hydrogen 
bonding sites in the 
major groove 
whether six locations (w1, w2, w3, w3’, w2’ and w1’) in the 
major groove of DNA by G-C and A-T base pairs in the double 
helix can contribute to hydrogen bonding, donor (1) or 
acceptor (-1) or neither (0) 
Seeman et al. 
1976 PNAS  
nucleosome positioning 
  NuPoP based on 
hidden 
markov 
model 
How nucleosome 
position is 
distributed 
outputs probability of nucleosome start, probability of 
nucleosome occupancy, inference of nucleosome or linker and 
affinity score. 
 Xi et al., 2010; 
Wang et al., 
2008 
  Software 
developed by 
Segal lab 
Model 
length of 
linker 
How nucleosome 
position is 
distributed 
output probability of nucleosome start, probability of 
nucleosome occupancy 
 Segal et 
al.,2006; Filed 
et al., 2008; 
Kaplan et al., 
2008 
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Fig S3: Demonstration of how DNAFeatures module calculates and visualizes DNA features using protein-DNA twist as 
example 
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S4: Various methods to obtain sequence-wise DNA features 
 
Site of interest may be influenced or determined by individual nucleotide-position-wise 
DNA features; rather, most often it is by a stretch of nucleotides corporately where we 
refer as sequence-wise features. For each sequence instance x with specified range of 
window size as n to be smoothed, ways to summarize a range of nucleotide-wise to 
sequence-wise features by various metrics include: 
 
1. Arithmetic mean of a window-size range: as (sum_{i=1}^n (x_i))/n  
This window-size mean can be applied to all the features, including nucleotide 
compositional densities, structural and nucleosome positioning features.  
 
2. Distance to standard/reference pattern which is derived from mean of positive dataset 
over same range of corresponding nucleotide positions (assume standard pattern as y): 
2.1 manhattan distance: formula as sum_{i=1}^n abs(x_i - y_i) 
2.2 euclidean distance:  formula as sqrt(sum_{i=1}^n (x_i - y_i)^2), note it is not scale 
invariant nor for negative correlation 
2.3 canberra distance: sum_{i=1}^n abs(x_i - y_i)/(abs(x_i) + abs(y_i)) 
2.4 correlation-based distance: use both pearson and spearmean method. The former is 
sensitive to outliers whereas the latter uses ranked values. 
Distance metrics are applied to structural and nucleosome positioning features. 
 
3. Scoring function for detecting symmetry/palindrome pattern  
This is check whether there exists palindrome/symmetry pattern in a given sequence, 
imposing a constraint that two ranges to be compared within same sequence have the 
same length. Palindrome/symmetry pattern scoring function can be applied to nucleotide 
position specific and structural features. 
 
3.1 palindrome pattern at nucleotide position level:  
For a given feature and given sequence, first to identify forward range and backward 
range to be tested/scored palindrome pattern, and weight for each nucleotide position as 
well. Use simple match scoring function for pair i: if fwd_i complements with bwd_i, 
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score 1; otherwise 0. Obtain scores between two ranges (forward and backward pattern), 
assuming n pairs of nucleotide positions to be aligned to check the symmetry pattern: 
     score = sum_{i=1}^n (w_i * (score for pair i)) 
 
3.2  palindrome pattern at structural level:  
For a given feature and given sequence, first to identify forward range and backward 
range to be tested/scored palindrome pattern, further determine the phase of symmetry 
and weight for each nucleotide position as well. 
 
3.2.1 obtain residual value at each nucleotide position by substracting mean value over 
two forward and backward ranges.  
 
3.2.2 obtain distance metrics between two ranges (forward and backward pattern) by 
various distance metrics including:  
 (i)  manhattan distance = sum_{i=1}^n (w_i * abs(fwd.res_i - phase * bwd.res_i)^2) 
 (ii) euclidean distance = sqrt(sum_{i=1}^n (w_i * (fwd.res_i - phase * bwd.res_i)^2) 
 (iii)canberra distance: sum_{i=1}^n abs(fwd.res_i - phase * bwd.res_i)/(abs(fwd.res_i) + 
abs(bwd.res_i)) 
 (iv) correlation-based distance: 1-pearson correlation coefficient (outlier sensitive), built-
in R function cor(fwd.res,phase*bwd.res,method = "pearson") 
  (v) correlation-based distance: 1-spearman correlation coefficient (use rank values), 
built-in R function cor(fwd.res,phase*bwd.res,method = "spearman") 
    
where  
(i)fwd.res_i and bwd.res_i represent residuals of the pair i, former in the forward range 
and latter backward, to be compared whether symmetry exists between them; and 
(ii)residual at position i = (x.i - mean across both forward and backward ranges), where 
x.i is the value at position i. 
(iii) w_i indexes the weight to be assigned to the pair i; default set as uniformally 1 across 
all pairs.  
(iv) phase values: 
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    symmetry phase as 1 (positive phase, coupling phase): same trend in y axis between 
forward range and backward range; 
    symmetry phase as -1 (negative phase; repulse phase): opposite trend in y axis between 
forward range and backward range; symmetry also occurs across horizontal line/axis of 
mean within two ranges to be compared. 
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Fig S5: individual scripts included in DataAnalysis module 
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Fig S6: individual scripts included in FeatVect module 
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Fig S7: Positioning DnaFVP package in the machine learning flow
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Table S8: detailed description of all scripts included in the DnaFVP package 
module script description 
DataPrep makeblastdb Make genome database for given genome 
 genicsampler Sample genic coordinates from genome  
 nongenicsampler Sample non-genic coordinates from genome  
 randseqpnc Generate random sequences with compositional frequencies preserved 
 flankseqextr Extract flanking sequences with given coordinates 
 longseq4npp Prepare long-version sequences for nucleosome positioning prediction 
DNAFeatures ntcomp Calculate mono-nucleotide compositional ratios 
 mononucl Calculate mono-nucleotide derived structural features  
 dinucl Calculate di-nucleotide derived structural features 
 trinucl Calculate tri-nucleotide derived structural features 
 longseq4npp Prepare long-version sequences for nucleosome positioning feature prediction 
 npp Calculate nucleosome positioning pattern and then plot (by invoking NuPoP and NPP_Segal software) 
 ntcompwinplot Plot nucleotide compositional features 
 structplot Plot structural features 
 pwmlogo Visualize mono-nucleotide position weight matrix (by invoking WebLogo software) 
 motiffeatures.pl Calculate motif-based features  
DataAnal mergentcompplot  Merge plots of nucleotide compositional features of two datasets  
 mergestructplot Merge plots of structural features of two datasets 
 mergenppplot Merge plots of nucleosome positioning features of two datasets 
 winmean_nt Calculate sequence-wise mean over a specified window for nucleotide compositional density and ratio features 
 winmean_struct Calculate sequence-wise mean over a specified window for DNA structural feature  
 winmean_npp Calculate sequence-wise mean over a specified window for DNA nucleosome positioning feature  
 dist2ptn_struct  
Calculate sequence-wise distance for structural features to standard pattern which is typically derived from mean of positive 
dataset 
 dist2ptn_npp 
Calculate sequence-wise distance for nucleosome positioning features to standard pattern which is typically derived from mean of 
positive dataset 
 palin_struct Calculate sequence-wise distance for structural features to in terms of palindromic/symmetric pattern within specified range.  
 palin_ntpwm Calculate sequence-wise distance for nucleotide position weight matrix in terms of palindrome pattern within specified range.  
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 stattest_struct  
Perform KS (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) statistical test for nucleotide position-wise structural features and report p-values (q-values) 
with plot 
 stattest_npp 
Perform KS (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) statistical test for nucleotide position-wise nucleosome positioning features and report p-
values (q-values) with plot 
 stattestseq 
Perform KS (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) statistical test for sequence-wise nucleotide compositional, structural and nucleosome 
positioning features (which are obtained by above winmean_**, dist2ptn_** and palin_** scripts) and report p-values (q-values) 
with plot 
   
FeatVect **names Generate definition file (*.names) for C4.5 format 
 featvect** Extract features following order of corresponding definition files 
 c4.5toarff.pl Convert C4.5 format (two accompanying files including *.names and *.data to ARFF format  
  Note: Script is written in R unless specified by extension type of perl (.pl). 
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S9 Case studies: canonical biological questions with good separation between 
positive and negative datasets 
 
Case study I: sp1 binding site in BioBayesNet as demo example 
 
Procedures: 
1. download sample sequences of demo from BioBayesNet. # below "Sp1bdinding" is download 
from demo example in BioBayesNet(http://biwww3.informatik.uni-
freiburg.de:8080/BioBayesNet/input_data.jsp?demo=1) 
2. preprocess data (./DnaFVP/Misc/sp1binding.R) to generate two separate data sets: positive (binding 
site) and negative (background). 
According to website description. Note: 31-41 is the subsequence of interest.  
3. Run shell scripts (./DnaFVP/Misc/demoscript_sp1) to go through DNAFeatures and DataAnalysis 
modules for both positive and negative datasets 
4. retrieve output (below plots) 
 
Refer to features used in BioBayesNet demo:  
1) pwm from nucleotide position 21 to 50.  == > 30 features 
2) mean (?) of four regions [26,31], [31,35], [35,40], [40,45] in terms of structural features (B DNA 
twist; B DNA rise, B DNA tip; B DNA rise; B DNA major groove width; B DNA wedge; )== > 4 
regions * features  
3) nt in subsequence: GC% [31,40]  == > 1 feature 
4) motif: GGG and CCC presence/absence in [31,40] == > 1 feature 
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38 
  
39 
  
40 
  
41 
  
42 
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Mono-nucl: (2-5) vs (5-8) phase=1 
Di-nucl: (2-5) vs (5-8) 
Tri-nucl: (2-4) vs (4-6) phase -1 
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== > [0, 10], or [30,40] in original coordinates 
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ABSTRACT 
Transposons insertion sites have been shown to exhibit correlation with the DNA 
structural environment, for example for Ac/Ds in plants, Sleeping Beauty in mammals 
and P elements in flies. In particular, Ac/Ds is genetically well studied and widely utilized 
in developing functional genomic tools in plants, and it has been previously shown that 
Ds insertion site in maize is influenced by certain DNA structural features. Here we 
further explore various DNA features of Ac/Ds transposon insertion sites and their local 
flanking sequences in maize and Arabidopsis, and identify a 20-nucleotide span centered 
as target site duplication (TSD) of transposon Ds as regions of interest for extraction of 
nucleotide sequence and structural features. Further predictions of Ds insertion sites were 
made using a Bayesian Network algorithm for machine learning. An ROC (Receiver 
Operating Characteristic) of 0.77 in maize, 0.85 in Arabidopsis and 0.82 in a combined 
dataset of maize and Arabidopsis has been achieved. One test dataset has been initially 
tested which shows interesting results. Our prediction may provide further insight to the 
Ac/Ds transposition mechanism, and on the other hand facilitate the ease of targeted 
mutagenesis and gene delivery mediated by transposons. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Transposons, or more broadly mobile genetic elements, can biologically disrupt a gene's 
function and evolutionarily shape genome structure. In functional genomics tool 
development, transposons have been utilized tools as insertional mutagens for genome 
mutagenesis across fungi (Ty), plants (Ac/Ds, Mu) and animals (Sleeping Beauty, P 
element, Tol2). In mammalian systems specifically, these elements can cause disease, and 
conversely can be leveraged (by genetically engineered method) for gene transfer and 
gene therapy. Critical to improving the efficiency of using transposons in targeted 
mutagenesis, gene transfer and gene therapy is to find patterns of their insertion sites and 
thereby predict their preferential insertion sites.  
 
Transposons have been shown to insert in nonrandom manner with weak consensus target 
sequences coupled with various structural patterns. DNA structural features in the 
flanking sequences of target sites have been investigated for the P element (Liao et al., 
2000; Linheiro and Bergman, 2008), retroviruses (Hackett et al., 2007), Sleeping Beauty 
(SB) (Liu et al., 2005; Geurts et al., 2006) and Ac/Ds (Vollbrecht et al., 2010), and some 
certain structural patterns/features have been revealed to likely influence these 
transposons' target sites. Attempts to predict transposon insertion sites have also been 
reported.  Using DNA deformability the only structural feature identified to distinguish 
preferential integration sites for SB, integration sites of SB and other transposons were 
predicted with improved accuracy only for SB yet failed for other transposons (Geurts et 
al., 2006). In this published work, the prediction method is also straightforward with a 
limited number of features. As the features examined and prediction method used will 
impact prediction effectiveness, it would be worthwhile to test whether or not increasing 
the number of tested DNA features followed by using an advanced predicting method 
could improve the ability to predict transposon insertion sites.  
 
The maize transposable elements Ac/Ds constitute one of the best-characterized 
transposon systems in eukaryotes, yet knowledge of its target site preference still remains 
elusive.   In this study, we aim to predict transposon insertion sites by machine learning 
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using a combination of features of DNA sequence, including nucleotide composition and 
DNA structure. To facilitate analyzing a sufficiently large dataset for such a variety of 
DNA features, we first developed a package called DnaFVP (Kuang et al., manuscript in 
preparation) to streamline data preparation and preprocessing, DNA property calculation, 
data visualization, data analysis and feature vector preparation. As described here, the 
resultant features were then subjected to various machine learning methods. Particularly, 
we use Bayesian networks (BNs), a state-of-the-art machine learning method which has 
gained increasing usage in the data modeling and classification field (Beaumont et al., 
2004; Needham  et al., 2006), to perform most machine learning. The working software is 
BioBayesNet webserver (Nikolajewa et al., 2007; http://biwww3.informatik.uni-
freiburg.de:8080/BioBayesNet/).  
 
METHODS 
1. Dataset  
1.1 preparation of dataset for Ac/Ds insertion events in maize 
1.1.1 Positive dataset (DsZmv2P) in maize 
Ds insertion events were obtained by preprocessing data download from the maize Ac/Ds 
tagging project webpage (http://plantgdb.org/prj/AcDsTagging/, download date 2011/05/17). 
Flanking Ds (fDs) sequences were placed by either adjacent (3a/5a) or distal (3d/5d) to 
Ds insertion sites depending upon whether flanking sequences cover Ds end’s sequence. 
While the distal placement is fairly an estimate of Ds insertion site, the adjacent 
placement is very precise. For accuracy, the adjacent (3a/5a) character of Ds insertion 
sites was applied as filter for the positive dataset (by the DsZmv2_pos.R script). As fDs 
sequences were obtained in the maize W22 background and then mapped to maize B73 
RefGen v2 genome (Vollbrecht et al 2010), the resultant 1605 filtered Ds insertion sites 
were then used to extract flanking sequence from the reference genome B73 RefGen v2. 
All extracted Ds flanking sequences were made consistent with regard to polarity and 
then the 8-bp putative target site duplication (TSD) regions for all Ds insertion events 
were aligned in the resulting multiple sequence alignment. 
 
1.1.2 Negative datasets in maize 
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Ds insertion site distribution in various maize genic regions was obtained by analyzing 
the positive DsZmv2P dataset described above. The fractional distribution in exon, intron, 
5’UTR and 3’UTR regions in this dataset was roughly 0.6, 0.2, 0.1 and 0.1, respectively. 
As per these percentages, random genomic coordinates in the various genic regions were 
sampled as negative dataset to be included as training dataset. The resultant coordinates, 
with sample size of 2000, were extracted specified flanking sequences from genome B73 
RefGen v2 and three sets of random genic sequences were generated, DsZmv2N1 
(derived from coordinate file Zm.randcoord.csv), DsZmv2N2 (from 
Zm.randcoord.gen2.csv) and DsZmv2N3 (from Zm.randcoord.gen3.csv). This was 
achieved by DnaFVP package developed by our group (Kuang et al., elsewhere paper in 
prep). 
 
1.1.3 Test datasets in maize 
We used a series of relative hotspot regions of maize Ds insertion events in chromosome 
10 (particularly 137.5-139.1 Mb in maize B73 RefGen v2 which happens to a proximity 
region of the donor r1 locus) as test datasets. Hotspot region is defined as Ds insertion 
density greater than 1 event/kb, and further restricted by a successive run of Ds insertion 
events no less than 4 and these events reside within a range of 4kb. Further adjustment of 
resulting regions: if region left/right border is not within a gene, extend the region stretch 
by 100bp (left: border-100 bp; right: border+100bp); if region left/right border is within a 
gene, use min(1000, gene border). We use a DsZmv2_test1.R script to obtain all these 
relative hotspot regions, and obtain 10 sub-stretches of hotspot regions, namely T1a, T1b, 
…, T1j. 
 
Another type of test dataset was Ds insertion events with insertion sites evidenced by 
5d/3d placement only. The downloaded version has 21 events of 5d-estimated Ds 
insertion sites (T2a), and 49 events of 3d-estimated Ds insertion sites (T2b). These 
events’ insertion sites were extracted flanking 100bp at both sides.  
 
There are 96 events with 5a/3a-derived Ds insertion sites yet somehow have missing 
information and thus not included as above positive training dataset DsZmv2P; these 
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events are taken another test dataset (T2c). All test datasets are obtained by 
DsZmv2_test2.R script. 
 
1.1.4 Other datasets for nucleosome positioning prediction 
When disregarding adjacent or distal Ds placement, around 1700 Ds events were 
obtained. Extraction off 7.5kb flanking the Ds insertion sites at both sides and the 
positive dataset for nucleosome positioning prediction (DszmL.fa) were generated. Using 
this collection of sequences with putative TSD aligned and preserving di-nucleotide 
compositional frequencies, a set of random sequences were generated as negative dataset. 
Last, methyl-filtered (MF) genomic sequences were also included as negative datasets, 
including genomic fragment recovered by restrictive enzymes Sau, Hpa and Hpych. 
Applied with threshold of fragment length no less than 1500 bp and MF unmasked 
percentage greater than 0.95, a mixed dataset (MFzmCK) was generated which includes 
1002, 1332 and 1398 fragments derived from Sau, Hpa and Hpych enzymes respectively.  
  
1.2 preparation of dataset for Ac/Ds insertion events in Arabidopsis 
1.2.1 Positive dataset (DsAtv9P) in Arabidopsis 
Ds insertion events in Arabidopsis were obtained by preprocessing data download from 
from Riken database: Arabidopsis Ac/Ds tagging mutants 
(http://rarge.psc.riken.jp/archives/transposon_mutants/sequence/). The flanking Ds sequences are 
represented by pairs of G-edge and H-edge sequences (equivalent to fDs in maize). The 
lengths of G-edge and H-edge sequences range from about 100 to 400 bp. Choose only 
those with perfect match between G-edge and H-edge sequences at the Ac/Ds TSD 
region, that is, reverse complement of first 8 bp of G-edge should have exact match as 
first 8 bp of H-edge. Splice both edges for the resultant perfect-match-TSD events, 
preserving the order as reverse complement of G-edge:: aligned TSD::H-edge. Filter 
perfect-match-TSD Ds events by edge sequence size so that either of both G- and H-
edge’s sequence is no less than 120 bp.  
 
1.2.2 Negative dataset in Arabidopsis 
Following same probability distribution in various genic regions as in maize, random 
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genomic coordinates were prepared for Arabidopsis. The resultant coordinates, with 
sample size of 2000, were extracted specified flanking sequences from Arabidopsis 
(TAIR, v9) and three sets of random genic sequences were generated, namely DsAtv9N1 
(derived from coordinate file At.randcoord.csv), DsZtv9N2 (from At.randcoord.gen2.csv) 
and DsAtv9N3 (from At.randcoord.gen3.csv). 
 
1.2.3 Dataset for nucleosome positioning prediction 
The above DsAtv9P dataset was performed blast against Arabidopsis genome (TAIR v9), 
the hit with highest E-value was chosen if there exist multiple. The transposon insertion 
sites (TIS), TSD and Ds orientation were then determined. Extract flanking sequences 
following same parameters as in maize.  Sequences were prepared by enforcing Ds 
orientation (5’ Ac end to 3’ Ac end) consistent and enforcing sequences extracted from 
positive strand.  
  
2. DNA features and calculation, visualization, analysis and feature extraction 
A detailed description of DNA features could be found in a DnaFVP package (Kuang et 
al., elsewhere paper in prep). In short, two main types of features are included: nucleotide 
sequence and structural parameters. The former contains nucleotide position weight 
matrix, compositional frequencies/densities within specified range (mono-, di- and tri-
nucleotide) and mono-nucleotide ratios which include GC content (AT content), GC 
skew, AT skew, keto skew, purine skew and AT/GC ratio within a user-specified range. 
The structural features include unusual DNA conformations (A-DNA phylicity and Z-
DNA stability energy), DNA stability (duplex disruption free energy, duplex stability free 
energy, stacking energy and DNA denaturation), DNA flexibility (B-DNA twist, protein 
DNA twist, DNA propeller twist, bendability, bending stiffness, protein deformation and 
nucleosome preference), hydrogen bonding patterns at six locations (w1, w2, w3, w3’, 
w2’ and w1’) in the major groove in the double helix, and nucleosome positioning 
features. All the processes of DNA calculation, visualization, analysis and feature vector 
extraction were performed using DnaFVP package (Kuang et al., elsewhere paper in 
prep). 
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3. Machine learning 
3.1 BioBayesNet webserver for Bayesian network machine learning 
Once feature list is determined and feature values for each instance in training dataset 
available, we used a public webserver BioBayesNet (Nikolajewa et al., 2007; 
http://biwww3.informatik.uni-freiburg.de:8080/BioBayesNet/) to perform feature selection, 
model learning (Bayesian networks algorithm) and classification. In this webserver, given 
a training set, features between different classes (positive vs negative) are partitioned by 
an entropy-based "discretizer". Discretizer is to get discriminative intervals between 
different classes, and features which fail to show discriminative between classes will be 
discarded without being considered in subsequent feature selection. For these initial 
identified discriminative features, the sequential floating feature selection (SFFS) method 
is applied to optimize, locally, quality measure.  After this procedure, a manual input is 
allowed to edit (select or deselect) any features that are discarded by SFFS algorithm if 
such features are user’s desire to enforce feature inclusion. With selected features, tree-
augmented naïve Bayes (TAN) structure is used for model construction. When model 
(represented in a BIF file) is trained using this webserver, it was then applied to any test 
dataset with same definition file as training dataset for classification.  
 
3.2 WEKA suite 
We use WEKA suite (Frank et al., 2004; www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/) to perform a 
number of machine learning methods. First, to rank the features based on how 
informative they are, information gain and information gain ratio as well-established 
measures were computed. Other machine learning algorithms were also applied to train 
models, including naïve Bayes, BayesNet, logistic and SVM algorithms. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1. Dataset acquisition 
In this work, we focus on predicting Ds insertion sites (TIS) in plants including maize 
and Arabidopsis. Positive datasets were obtained by collecting experimentally evidenced 
Ds insertion events in both species with applying very strict requirement in sequence 
quality. To prepare negative datasets, it is cautious to make them decoy to positive 
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datasets and they should resemble in a sense to potential test datasets. While impossible 
to identify sites that are not negative (not hit by Ds) due to presumably unsaturated Ds 
distribution in genome, we turn to analyze the genomic feature pattern of Ds insertions by 
current working protocol in maize, and prepare negative datasets following similar 
pattern. By examining ~1700 Ds insertion events in maize (dataset available in 
http://rarge.psc.riken.jp/archives/transposon_mutants/sequence/), our group has previously shown 
some Ds favors to insert into low repetitive sequences; its local flanking sequence has a 
GC content similar to exon region and indeed it has a bias toward insertion of exon 
region (Vollbrecht et al., 2010). Here, we further perform a survey of same dataset on 
genomic regions and show the probability distribution in genic region of exon, intron, 
5’UTR and 3’UTR is roughly 0.6, 0.2, 0.1 an d 0.1 respectively. Using this probability 
distribution, we prepare negative datasets in both species by simply sampling genic 
genomic coordinates as potentially non-inserted events. Details of preparation of positive 
and negative datasets for both species are described in Method section. Some test datasets 
for maize were also generated. In all, the maize dataset contains 1605 Ds insertion events 
as positive and 2000 random sampled genic sequences as negative; the Arabidopsis 
dataset contains 2078 Ds insertion events as positive and 2000 random sampled genic 
sequences as negative.  
 
2. Identification of Ac/Ds transposition patterns   
Other than above genomic features, our group has also shown that Ds has no strong target 
site consensus sequence, but certain DNA structural properties including protein-DNA 
twist, DNA  deformability and hydrogen bonding pattern, may inﬂuence Ds target site 
selection (Vollbrecht et al., 2010). Here we further examine the Nucleosome Positioning 
Pattern (NPP) in DNA sequences that flank Ds insertion sites, using an existing NPP 
prediction tools, NuPoP (Xi et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2008). Our results for Ds in maize 
and Arabidopsis indicate a nucleosome occupancy and affinity peak centered on the 
insertion site, as compared to its flanking sequences (Figure S1). Such pattern of Ds is in 
contrast with DNA transposon Hermes, which inserts into DNA in nucleosome-free 
regions in vivo (Gangadharan et al., 2010). Ac/Ds and Hermes are members belonging to 
same hAT superfamily and a protein modeling work has shown they have very conserved 
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transposase structure (Kuang et al., else paper in prep). We interpret distinct pattern of 
nucleosome positioning pattern between both transposons lies in the experimental means 
to recover Ds events in both maize and Arabidosis – both Ds tagging are purposely 
designed to bias into genic region insertion where nucleosomes tend to be tightly bound 
whereas Hermes experiment is not biased which leads to most events recovered from 
nucleosome-free promoter regions. Nevertheless, the nucleosome positioning pattern 
observed here can be used as potential features for machine learning. 
 
In this work, we also further delineate the range of a discriminative region for Ds local 
environment (sequences flanking Ds insertion sites) using DnaFVP package. DNA 
features in the flexibility category are shown (Figure S3) as example of contrasting 
visualization. It can be graphically identified that a symmetrical stretch across both sides, 
with 5 to 6 nucleotide at each side flanking the TSD region (shaded area), is 
discriminative between maize positive and negative  datasets. The KS statistical tests 
(Kolmogorov-Smirnov test), used to determine if two datasets differ significantly with no 
distribution assumption, between both datasets for various structural features at each 
nucleotide position generate a heatmap of p values (Figure S4), which further provides 
statistical support of the discriminate range. Moreover, a comparative visualization of 
DNA features between maize and Arabidopsis positive datasets (Figure S5) suggest 
discriminative range is conservative in both species in that they have similar trend across 
virtually all the nucleotide positions within the range.  Likewise, other DNA features 
have similar pattern (not shown) except nucleosome positioning features which has a 
much longer stretch (Figure S1).  Thus, we take a 20-nucleotide range, two 6-nucleotide 
spans flanking the 8-bp TSD region, as a general nucleotide span for further feature 
analysis and extraction. 
 
3. Most informative features 
Features for machine learning are described previously (Section Methods) and a detailed 
description of complete features can be seen in Table S1 and for detailed information in 
DnaFVP package (Kuang et al., elsewhere paper in prep). Various combinations of 
features could be tested. In this current machine learning attempt, we use nucleotide 
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position specific DNA features, assuming all nucleotide within specified range may 
contribute to transposon insertion sites independently. As a 20-nucleotide span centered 
as TSD has been previously identified discriminative between positive and negative 
datasets in both maize and Arabidopsis (Vollbrecht et al., 2010; this work), we apply this 
20-nucleotide span to all the features we used. Specifically, this 20-nucleotide span 
covers a flanking 6-nucleotide stretch of the 8-bp TSD region, that is, from  position -6 to 
position 14 relative to TIS position as 1 (the position immediately upstream TIS is taken 
as position -1 rather than 0 here). Some features not taken into account include monomer, 
dimer and trimer densities at nucleotide level and nucleosome positioning prediction at 
structural level. The total number of features is 580. 
  
Information gain and information gain ratio are well-established measures for 
determining how informative features are, where the former tends to prefer features with 
a large number of possible values and the latter normalizes the information by its own 
information of a given feature. We use Weka suite to compute both measures for dataset 
of maize, Arabidopsis and combined respectively. The top ten features according to the 
information gain and the information gain ratio criteria are given in Table S1 and S2 
respectively. There are many di-nucleotide position weights appearing in all 3 datasets 
with regard to information gain but none of such in terms of information gain ratio 
suggest that they are not real informative features; rather they are frequently used di-
nucleotide derived structural features as most of the structural features are di-nucleotide 
based and thus partly rely on di-nucleotide sequences. There are some overlapping top 
features across all datasets, with the combined dataset resembles more of Arabidopsis 
dataset than of maize. 
 
4. Comparison of various machine learning methods in prediction with maize 
dataset   
We use WEKA and BioBayesNet to perform machine learning. For comparative purpose, 
only the maize training datasets are used here. Several learning algorithms including 
Bayesian Network (BayesNet), Naïve Bayes classifier (NaiveBayes), logistic regression 
and support vector machine (SVM, SMO algorithm in WEKA) methods. Principle 
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component analysis (PCA) is also used for reducing data dimensions in BayesNet and 
NaiveBayes methods. Different measures were used for evaluation of prediction results 
including precision (specificity), recall (sensitivity), F-measure and ROC (receiver 
operation Characteristic) area values. Overall all these methods could achieve 0.70~0.77 
ROC area, with BioBayesNet gives the highest performance measures (Table 3). 
 
5. A Bayesian network with an optimized set of 39 features for combined dataset 
We then use the webserver BioBayesNet to apply the Bayesian Network (BN) algorithm 
for machine learning of all three datasets, maize, Arabidopsis and combined dataset of 
both. The detailed accuracy results are shown in Table 4. ROC of 0.77 in maize, 0.85 in 
Arabidopsis, 0.82 in combined dataset of maize and Arabidopsis have been achieved. 
Among the three datasets, Arabidopsis has the highest prediction for all evaluation 
measurements while maize the lowest and the combined dataset in between.  
 
There are several possible ways to explain the higher prediction accuracy in Arabidopsis 
than in maize. First, positive events from Arabidopsis have been applied a very strict 
criterion that perfect match at both TSDs are required, whereas with no such data 
available there is no guarantee of such requirement fulfilled in maize. Given the fact quite 
many Ds events have so-called imperfect match at TSD region (not shown) in the 
Arabidopsis data repository, it is possible the maize positive dataset could have such 
imperfect-match events included. The target site selection for these two types, perfect 
match and imperfect match at TSD regions, may differ with the latter has a looser 
requirement in local nucleotide/structural environment and thus more elusive to capture 
its pattern.  Second, the negative dataset, due to its randomness, may contribute to the 
predictive accuracy with a differential manner in two species. We have independently 
generated several negative datasets, which could be used to address this concern.  
 
It is presumably that Ds insertion (transposition) mechanism would be similar and the 
target site selection mechanism would be likewise similar in these two species, albeit the 
fact Ds is native to maize while heterologous in Arabidopsis. Hence, it is legitimate to use 
the trained model from dataset of combining two species together but not separately. A 
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snapshot of BioBayesNet model learning for combined training datasets of maize and 
Arabidopsis is shown in S6. A total of 39 features as optimized subset are included in the 
model, including various DNA feature categories of both nucleotide and structural levels. 
Particularly, unusual DNA conformation, DNA stability, DNA flexibility and hydrogen 
bonding seem to corporately contribute to Ds target site selection in local structural 
environments. 
 
6. Cross validation of model between species 
We used the model trained in Arabidopsis to test maize dataset and vice versa. Model 
trained with Arabidopsis data can have a mean of 0.67 and 0.60 of success to classify 
maize positive and negative dataset respectively. On the other hand, model trained with 
maize data has barely higher than random (0.52) and rather high (0.73) predictive power 
in classifying Arabidopsis positive and negative dataset respectively. It would be helpful 
to see how successful the model is to predict its own datasets and make comparison 
between this cross-species validation. Overall, the prediction probabilities exceeding 
randomness (probability as 0.5) (Figure 1) indicate a generally similar Ds insertion 
pattern/mechanism in terms of target site selection across these two species. This could 
further justify combination of two datasets of maize and Arabidopsis.  
 
7. Test maize dataset with trained model from mixed-species datasets 
Several test datasets in maize have been prepared (see Method section) and one of them 
(T1a, see Figure S7) is initially test here. This test dataset contains a stretch of sequence 
in maize chromosome 10, genomic coordinates spanning from 137568214 to 137568839 
per RefGen v2 (Figure S7). There are 6 events in this 626-bp region, converting to 10 
events per kb. The model trained with combined datasets was used to classify coordinates 
in this region into transposon insertion sites or not. If using probability 0.8 as threshold, 
68 coordinates (10.87%) are classified as potential insertion sites. If applied a stricter 
threshold 0.9, 20 coordinates (3.2%) are potential sites for Ds insertion (Figure 2). 
Interestingly, out of the 6 events, 2 of them are exactly predicted, 3 are within 3-bp region 
of a predicted insertion event.  
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In this work, we predict Ds insertion sites in plants including maize and Arabidopsis, 
assuming all nucleotide within specified range contribute to transposon insertion sites 
independently. It is, however, possible that they may jointly contribute to insertion site 
selection. It is therefore necessary to try different combinations of block of 
sequence/structural “motifs” in further machine learning. Summarizing or reducing 
nucleotide-position-wise DNA features to sequence-wise features in various ways is 
allowed in the DnaFVP package that we developed and scores/metrics obtained can be 
added in improving machine learning. Other features and algorithms and thereof their 
combinations can also be tested. We are now modularly testing each DNA feature 
category by machine learning and evaluate each category with quality measure (S8, S9). 
With prediction accuracy improved to a satisfactory level, more tests of alternative test 
datasets of various genomic features should help gain more understanding how Ds select 
its target sites.  
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TABLES 
Table1: Top 10 features of information gain in different datasets 
Rank maize  Arabidopsis combined maize and 
Arabidopsis 
1 nt_pos_di_5 nt_pos_di_2 struct_tri_bendability_-1 
2 nt_pos_di_3 nt_pos_di_1 nt_pos_di_2 
3 struct_di_BDNAtwist_3 nt_pos_di_7 nt_pos_di_1 
4 struct_di_BDNAtwist_5 nt_pos_di_3 struct_tri_bendability_7 
5 struct_di_propellertwist_3 nt_pos_di_6 nt_pos_di_3 
6 struct_di_propellertwist_5 struct_tri_bendability_-1 nt_pos_di_5 
7 struct_di_DNAdenature_3 nt_pos_di_5 nt_pos_di_7 
8 struct_di_proteinDNAtwist_3 struct_di_BDNAtwist_3 struct_di_propellertwist_3 
9 struct_di_DNAdenature_5 nt_pos_di_8 struct_di_BDNAtwist_3 
10 nt_pos_di_4 struct_tri_bendability_1 struct_di_DNAdeform_3 
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Table 2: Top 10 features of information gain ratio in different datasets 
Rank maize  Arabidopsis combined maize and 
Arabidopsis 
1 struct_di_proteinDNAtwist_4 ntcomp_purineskew_win21_-4 ntcomp_purineskew_win21_-1 
2 ntcomp_gccontent_win21_8 ntcomp_purineskew_win21_-5 struct_mono_Hbondw1_3 
3 struct_tri_bendability_-1 ntcomp_purineskew_win21_-1 struct_mono_Hbondw1p_3 
4 ntcomp_gccontent_win21_14 ntcomp_atskew_win21_5 struct_mono_Hbondw2p_3 
5 ntcomp_at-gc-ratio_win21_14 struct_mono_Hbondw1_3 struct_mono_Hbondw3_3 
6 ntcomp_atcontent_win21_14 struct_mono_Hbondw1p_3 struct_mono_Hbondw1_6 
7 struct_di_DNAstab_disrupt_3 struct_mono_Hbondw1_2 struct_mono_Hbondw1p_6 
8 struct_tri_bendability_3 struct_mono_Hbondw1p_2 struct_mono_Hbondw1p_2 
9 ntcomp_at-gc-ratio_win21_8 struct_di_ZDNAenergy_3 struct_mono_Hbondw1_2 
10 ntcomp_atcontent_win21_8 struct_mono_Hbondw3_3 struct_mono_Hbondw3p_6 
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Table 3:  performance of various machine learning methods for Ds insertion sites 
using maize training dataset  
algorithm package class 
name 
TP 
Rate        
FP 
Rate   
Precision  Recall      F-Measure ROC Area 
BayesNet WEKA random 0.572 0.298 0.657 0.572 0.612 0.706 
  tis 0.702 0.428 0.621 0.702 0.659 0.709 
BayesNet 
with PCA 
WEKA random 0.709 0.433 0.621 0.709 0.662 0.711 
  tis 0.577 0.293 0.663 0.577 0.617 0.711 
NaïveBayes WEKA random 0.505 0.240 0.678 0.505 0.579 0.695 
  tis 0.760 0.495 0.606 0.760 0.674 0.694 
NaiveBayes 
with PCA 
WEKA random 0.688 0.310 0.689 0.688 0.689 0.749 
  tis 0.690 0.312 0.689 0.690 0.689 0.749 
SMO WEKA random 0.639 0.301 0.680 0.639 0.659 0.693 
  tis 0.699 0.369 0.654 0.699 0.676 0.693 
logistic WEKA random 0.742 0.362 0.672 0.742 0.705 0.764 
  tis 0.638 0.258 0.712 0.638 0.673 0.764 
BayesNet BioBayesNet random 0.752 0.351 0.682 0.752 0.715 0.768 
  tis 0.649 0.248 0.724 0.649 0.684 0.768 
1. random: random genomic coordinates; tis: transposon (Ds) insertion sites. TP: true positive; FP: 
False positive; FN: false negative; TN: true negative.  
2. For a given class, its TP rate is its alternative class’s TN rate and its FP rate corresponds to 
alternative class’s FN rate. 
Precision = TP/(TP+FP), to measure specificity; 
Recall=TP/(TP+FN), to measure sensitivity; 
3. F is harmonic mean of precision and recall, with formula particularly for two classes: 
H=2/(1/precision+1/recall) with a general formula as below: 
 
4. ROC: receiver operation curve of true positive versus false positive. 
5.BayesNet: Bayesian Network;  PCA: principle component analysis; NaiveBayes: Naïve Bayes 
classifier; SMO: Sequential Minimal Optimization, one type of support vector machine (SVM) 
learning method; logistic: logistic regression. 
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Table 4: detailed accuracy by class for all three training datasets using BioBayesNet 
server 
 class 
name 
  TP 
Rate        
  FP 
Rate   
Precision  Recall      F-Measure ROC 
Area   
maize random 0.752 0.351 0.682 0.752 0.715 0.768 
 tis 0.649 0.248 0.724 0.649 0.684 0.768 
Arabidopsis random 0.754 0.212 0.781 0.754 0.767 0.852 
 tis 0.788 0.246 0.762 0.788 0.775 0.852 
combined  random 0.746 0.269 0.735 0.746 0.740 0.815 
 tis 0.731 0.254 0.742 0.731 0.737 0.815 
Notes same as table 2. 
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FIGURES 
Figure 1: Cross-species test of model. Left side of boxplot is to use model trained with 
Arabidopsis dataset for classification of maize dataset, both positive and negative. Right 
side, vice versa. The dashed red horizontal line indicates random classification.  
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Figure 2: Test maize dataset with trained model from mixed-species datasets (T1a). Y-axis is probability of transposon insertion 
sites classified by trained model. Three horizontal lines, green, blue and red represents random/equal chance, high chance and very 
high chance to be classified as transposon Ds insertion sites. Bottom rug (blue) shows potential events classified/predicted as 
transposon event with threshold 0.8; red rug (top) corresponds to threshold of 0.9. Six purple vertical lines represent the actual six Ds 
insertion events experimentally detected in this region. The thick green curve plots a local smoothed (by LOWESS method) 
probability. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFOMATION 
Table S1: features used in machine learning 
Feature names/subsets  Designated name here 
Nucleotide level   
Mono-nucleotide position weight ntpos_mono_(position) 
di-nucleotide position weight ntpos_di_(position) 
At content ntcomp_atcontent_win21 
GC content ntcomp_gccontent_win21 
At GC ratio ntcomp_at-gc-ratio_win21 
AT skew ntcomp_atskew_win21 
GC skew ntcomp_gcskew_win21 
keto skew ntcomp_ketoskew_win21 
purine skew ntcomp_purineskew_win21 
Structural level (mono-, di or tri-nucleotide based) 
Hydrogen bonding at base pair position w1 struct_mono_Hbondw1 
Hydrogen bonding at base pair position w2 struct_mono_Hbondw2 
Hydrogen bonding at base pair position w3 struct_mono_Hbondw3 
Hydrogen bonding at base pair position w3’ struct_mono_Hbondw3p 
Hydrogen bonding at base pair position w2’ struct_mono_Hbondw2p 
Hydrogen bonding at base pair position w1’ struct_mono_Hbondw1p 
A-DNA unusual conformation struct_di_Aphylicity 
B-DNA twist (Ohler method) struct_di_BDNAtwist(Ohler) 
DNA bend stiffness struct_di_DNAbendstiff 
DNA denaturation temperature struct_di_DNAdenature 
DNA stability disruption energy struct_di_DNAstab_disrupt 
DNA stability free energy struct_di_DNAstab_free 
DNA deformability struct_di_DNAdeform 
Propeller twist struct_di_propellertwist 
Protein-DNA twist struct_di_proteinDNAtwist 
Base stacking struct_di_stacking 
Z-DNA unusual conformation struct_di_ZDNAenergy 
Tri-nucl based GC content struct_tri_GCcontent 
DNA bendability struct_tri_bendability 
Nucleosome preference  struct_tri_nuclpref 
Nucleosome positioning pattern 
 probability of start 
 probability of occupancy 
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Figure S2: Nucleosome positioning occupancy probabilities at  and flanking Ds insertion  sites.  
A maize dataset (http://plantgdb.org/prj/AcDsTagging/) and an Arabidopsis dataset 
(http://rarge.psc.riken.jp/archives/transposon_mutants/sequence/) were used to make prediction  using 
NuPoP. Results indicate a nucleosome occupancy centered on the insertion site, as compared to its 
flanking sequences. 
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Figure S3: contrasting visualization using DNA flexibility category in maize dataset as example. Red is 
postive dataset while blue negative dataset; shaded area the target site duplication region. 
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Figure S4: heatmap of p values generated from statistical tests between maize positive and negative datasets. 
Vertical shows various DNA features whereas horizontal nucleotide positions relative to Ds insertion 
sites. Dotted lines in between is the target site duplication (TSD) region. 
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Figure S5: comparative visualization using Arabidopsis and maize positive datasets, DNA flexibility as 
example. Red is Arabidopsis dataset while blue maize dataset; shaded area the target site duplication 
region. 
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S6: A snapshot of BioBayesNet model learning for combined training datasets of maize and 
Arabidopsis 
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Figure S7: A hot spot region of Ds insertion in maize chr 10 137.5-139.1 Mb (B73 RefGen v2) as test dataset T1. Test regions 
are filtered by Ds insertion density greater than 1 per kb, specifically with successive run of Ds events no less than 4 within a 
region no larger than 4kb. By this, 10 subregions, T1a, T1b,…, T1j, are identified as test datasets. The genomic annotation is also 
included (top).  
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Table S8: Modular test of of nucleotide-level DNA feature category separately 
Code  Feature category no. of 
features 
class name TP 
Rate        
FP 
Rate   
Precision  Recall      F-Measure ROC 
Area   
comment 
1a mono-nucl PWM 20 random 0.721 0.384 0.652 0.721 0.685 0.731  
   tis 0.616 0.279 0.688 0.616 0.650 0.731  
1b di-nucl PWM 20 random 0.737 0.437 0.628 0.737 0.678 0.707  
   tis 0.563 0.263 0.682 0.563 0.617 0.707  
1c 1a+1b 40 random 0.727 0.402 0.644 0.727 0.683 0.733 All selected features are from 
mono; no di  
   tis 0.598 0.273 0.687 0.598 0.639 0.734  
2a monomer density 4 = 4^1 random 0.610 0.480 0.560 0.610 0.584 0.539 applied window size of 21; same 
all below 
   tis 0.520 0.390 0.571 0.520 0.545 0.539  
2b dimer density 16 = 4^2 random 0.706 0.521 0.575 0.706 0.634 0.623  
   tis 0.479 0.294 0.620 0.479 0.540 0.623  
2c trimer density 64 = 4^3 random 1.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.416 Not good feature in this case 
   tis 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 NA 0.416  
2d mono-nucleotide ratio 6  random 0.531 0.351 0.602 0.531 0.564 0.527  
   tis 0.649 0.469 0.581 0.649 0.613 0.527  
2e 2a + 2d 26 random 0.531 0.351 0.602 0.531 0.564 0.523  
   tis 0.649 0.469 0.581 0.649 0.613 0.523  
2f 2a + 2b 40 random 0.648 0.451 0.590 0.648 0.617 0.631  
   tis 0.549 0.352 0.609 0.549 0.578 0.631  
2g 2a+2b+2c+2d 90 random 0.656 0.459 0.588 0.656 0.620 0.635  
   tis 0.541 0.344 0.611 0.541 0.574 0.635  
12 1a + 2f 46 Random 0.752 0.374 0.668 0.752 0.707 0.748 Combination of  PWM and 
composition 
   tis 0.626 0.248 0.716 0.626 0.668 0.748  
PWM: position weight matrix. Note in this example we use a 20-nucleotide range as discriminate region, leading to 20 features of mono- and di-
nucleotide PWM. 
1: to index nucleotide position specific matrix feature; 2: to index nucleotide compositional densities/frequencies within a specified range. 
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Table S9 : Modular test of of structural-level DNA feature category separately 
Code Feature category no. of 
features 
class 
name 
TP 
Rate        
FP Rate   Precision  Recall      F-Measure ROC 
Area   
comment 
3a Individual nucleotide 400=20 *20 random 0.720 0.348 0.674 0.720 0.696 0.755 20 nucleotide span; 20 features for 
each 
   tis 0.652 0.280 0.700 0.652 0.675 0.755  
3b1 euclidean 20 random 0.736 0.370 0.665 0.736 0.699 0.741  
   tis 0.630 0.264 0.705 0.630 0.665 0.741  
3b2 manhattan 20 random 0.765 0.385 0.665 0.765 0.712 0.756  
   tis 0.615 0.235 0.724 0.615 0.665 0.756  
3b3 canberran 20 random 0.660 0.405 0.620 0.660 0.639 0.679  
   tis 0.595 0.340 0.636 0.595 0.615 0.679  
3b4 1-pearson correlation 20 random 0.765 0.382 0.667 0.765 0.713 0.748 Sensitive to outlier 
   tis 0.618 0.235 0.725 0.618 0.667 0.749  
3b5 1-spearman correlation 20 random 0.763 0.390 0.662 0.763 0.709 0.744 Rank based; nonparametric  
   tis 0.610 0.237 0.720 0.610 0.661 0.744  
3c window mean 20 random 0.669 0.444 0.601 0.669 0.633 0.667  
   tis 0.566 0.331 0.631 0.566 0.597 0.667  
4a Individual nucleotide  416  random 0.748 0.626 0.544 0.748 0.630 0.573 208 nucleotide span; 2 features for 
each 
   tis 0.374 0.252 0.597 0.374 0.460 0.573  
4b1 euclidean 4 random 0.588 0.459 0.562 0.588 0.574 0.532  
   tis 0.541 0.412 0.568 0.541 0.554 0.532  
4b2 manhattan 4 random 0.542 0.407 0.571 0.542 0.556 0.531  
   tis 0.593 0.458 0.564 0.593 0.578 0.531  
4b3 canberran 4 random 0.493 0.352 0.583 0.493 0.534 0.521  
   tis 0.648 0.507 0.561 0.648 0.601 0.521  
4b4 1-pearson correlation 4 Random 0.749 0.748 0.500 0.749 0.600 0.450 Sensitive to outlier 
   tis 0.352 0.251 0.584 0.352 0.439 0.450  
4b5 1-spearman correlation 4 Random NA NA NA NA NA NA Rank based; nonparametric 
   tis NA NA NA NA NA NA  
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4c window mean           4 Random 0.495 0.352 0.584 0.495 0.536 0.528  
   tis 0.648 0.505 0.562 0.648 0.602 0.528  
3a-3c: general structural DNA features, a total of 20 (see method);  
4a-4c: nucleosome positioning features; 4 features typically. 
For 3a-3c a window size of 20 applied; for 4a-4c window size changes to 208 in this example. 
3b1-3b5; 4b1-4b5: various distance metrics to measure how close/far each sequence instance is to the standard/reference pattern which is derived from 
mean of positive dataset. See DnaFVP package (Kuang et al., else paper in prep) for details  
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CHAPTER 4 GENERAL CONCLUSION 
 
The three-dimensional DNA structural/physical properties have been shown crucial for 
DNA functionality, for example in gene and gene’s regulatory regions (Abeel et al., 2008; 
Goni et al., 2007; Ohler et al., 2001; Pedersen et al., 2000; Singhal et al., 2008), in 
transcription factor binding sites (Meysman et al., 2010), and in transposon insertion site 
preference/selection (Vollbrecht et al., 2010; Geurts et al., 2006; Liao et al., 2000). All 
these evidence makes them a hidden code complemented to the one-dimensional 
nucleotide sequence. It is thus necessary to understand and interpret functionality of any 
genomic DNA sequences of interest from a combined view of DNA nucleotide sequence 
and structural features. While there are many tools available to survey nucleotide 
sequence features, to date only a few tools exist for DNA physical/structural feature 
analysis and graphical display, including DNAlive (Goni et al., 2008), 3DNA (Lu and 
Olson, 2003; Lu and Olson, 2008; Zheng et al., 2009) and Curves+ (Lavery et al., 2009; 
Blanchet et al., 2011). However, all these tools mainly focus on visualization of 3D DNA 
structure and/or use a limited number of parameters. Moreover, they accept only single 
sequence at a time, which makes them not proper choice when user has a collection of 
DNA sequences of interest to be analyzed at the structural level.  
 
We have developed a package named DnaFVP (DNA Feature Calculation, Visualization 
and Vector Preparation) for calculation, visualization and analysis of various DNA 
features, including nucleotide position weight matrix, nucleotide compositional densities 
within a specified range and a battery of 20 structural/physical properties. In addition, 
this package allows preparation of dataset prior to feature calculation and/or of feature 
vectors for further machine learning.  The four-module package include DataPrep, 
DNAFeatures, DataAnalysis and FeatVect, which streamlines from DNA sequence 
dataset preparation (optional for user-prepared dataset), DNA nucleotide sequence and 
structural/physical property calculation and visualization, data analysis to feature vector 
preparation for further machine learning, respectively.  It is developed for building a 
semi-automatic pipeline to explore DNA features (including nucleotide sequence and 
structural/physical properties) of a collection of genomic DNA sequences of interest and 
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to prepare feature vectors for further machine learning. With modular composition, users 
can also choose to run specific modules per their need rather than the entire package.  
 
Transposons are another set of examples, such as Ac/Ds (Vollbrecht et al., 2010), 
Sleeping Beauty (Geurts et al., 2006) and P element (Liao et al., 2000), to show correlation 
between their insertion sites and the DNA structural environment. Particularly Ac/Ds is 
most genetically studied and widely utilized in developing functional genomic tools in 
plants. It has been shown Ds insertion site is influenced by certain DNA structural 
features (Vollbrecht et al., 2010). Here we obtain well-evidenced Ds insertion events 
(1605 events in maize and 2078 events in Arabidopsis) as positive dataset and 2000 
random sampled genomic coordinates in genic regions from maize and Arabidopsis 
respectively as negative dataset. We calculate and analyze the DNA features of Ac/Ds 
transposon insertion sites and their local flanking sequences in maize and Arabidopsis. 
By contrasting and comparative visualization and statistical tests between different 
datasets, we identify a 20-nucleotide span centered as target site duplication (TSD) of 
transposon Ds as regions of interest for extraction of nucleotide sequence and structural 
features. By use of combined nucleotide and structural features with application of above 
DnaFVP package, we prepare various feature vectors and make further prediction of Ds 
insertion sites using Bayesian Network algorithm for machine learning. An ROC 
(Receiver Operating Characteristic) of 0.77 in maize, 0.85 in Arabidopsis, 0.82 in 
combined dataset of maize and Arabidopsis have been achieved respectively. One test 
dataset has been initially tested which shows interesting results. Our prediction may 
provide further insight to Ac/Ds transposition mechanism, and on the other hand facilitate 
the ease of targeted mutagenesis and gene delivery mediated by transposons. 
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